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Ten Arguments Gun Advocates Make, and Why They're Wrong
The social scientist behind a pro-gun study objects to the
story “Journey to Gunland,” but the reporter says his claims
are false The Rebuttal. Melinda Wenner.
Red and Black Rebuttal: Gun Reform - The Arch Conservative
LETTER: Inaccuracies seen in gun control rebuttal. There is so
much false news and misrepresentation that it would take a
dozen pages to.

LETTER: Inaccuracies seen in gun control rebuttal – Penticton
Western News
In response to Douglas Wright's recent letter ("Against gun
control" 3/29), one would be hard pressed to provide
sufficient rebuttal to all his.
5 arguments against gun control — and why they are all wrong Los Angeles Times
It's certainly an eye-catching headline: “I used to think gun
control was the answer. My research told me otherwise.” And
after the Las Vegas.

The social scientist behind a pro-gun study objects to the
story “Journey to Gunland,” but the reporter says his claims
are false The Rebuttal. Melinda Wenner.
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Here is a link in The New York Times demonstrating how a bump
stock works. Not only does Lott inflate the number of studies
that support his thesis, but he also completely omits many
peer-reviewed studies that belong on the other. We also
welcome letters to the editor for publication; you can do that
by filling out our letters form and submitting it Guns: A
Rebuttal the newsroom.
DistrictCourtcameinresponsetoalawsuitandrequestforpreliminaryinju
Finally, Lott criticizes me for omitting a detail about the
Kellerman study that he considers important—but it is not. In
the first, seven of the participants shot an innocent
bystander. Sign In See Subscription Options.
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gun attachment called Guns: A Rebuttal "bump stock" allows
semi-automatic weapons to mimic fully automatic guns, sending
out a steady stream of ammunition at targets. In it he asserts
that 18 peer-reviewed studies show right-to-carry laws reduce
violent crime but only 11 suggest a different result.
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